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ALDO BIANCOFIORE
Abstract. Let />,,..., Dq be hypersurfaces of degree p in P„ with normal crossings.
We prove for a certain class of meromorphic maps /: Cm -» P„ a defect relation

Sf(Dt) + • ■■+Sf(Dq) *c (n + \)/p conjectured by Ph. Griffiths and B. Shiftman.

Introduction. Let /: Cm -> P„ be a meromorphic map. Let Dx,...,Dq be hypersurfaces of degree p in P„ such that f(Cm) (¿ Dj for/' = \,...,q.
The Nevanlinna
defect 8f(Dj) of/for Z). is defined for/' = \,...,q. When does the defect relation

(1)

2ô/(£,H(«+l)/F
7=1

hold? We shall provide a partial answer to this question.
If p = 1, this is the classical defect relation (Nevanlinna [8], H. Cartan [4], Ahlfors
[1], Weyl [13], Stoll [11], Vitter [12]). Here we are concerned with the casep S>2. The
Carlson-Griffiths-King theory [3, 6] implies (1) if Dx,... ,Dq have normal crossings
and if m >■n — rank / Hopefully this rank condition can be replaced by a more
natural assumption which permits m < «.
P. Griffiths [5] conjectured that (1) holds if the image of/is not contained in any
hypersurface of degree p and if DX,...,D have normal crossings. We provide a
counterexample (§5). If f(Cm) is not contained in any hypersurface, the conjecture
(Shiffman [9]) remains unresolved, even if m = 1, despite many attempts.
In 1979 B. Shiffman [10] investigated a particular class @ of meromorphic maps of
finite order. He considers Dx,...,Dq distinct hypersurfaces of degreep such that no

point of P„ is contained in n + 1 distinct Z>. If /E@
j = \,...,qhe
shows

and f(Qm)QDj

for

2 9,(Dj) « 2«.
7-1

Under these assumptions, 2« is the best possible bound.
We prove (1) for a more general class 9t of meromorphic maps, but, naturally we
impose the stricter condition of normal crossings on the divisors. The maps of our
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class 3î have infinite order or finite integral order and are "projections" of meromorphic maps with maximal linear Nevanlinna deficiencies.
In §1 and §2, we assemble the basic notions. In §3, we investigate the properties of
normal crossings. The defect relation (1) is proved in §4. In §5 we provide a
counterexample to (1), if the image of / is not contained in any hypersurface of
degree p, but is contained in a higher dimensional hypersurface. In §6 we investigate
the relation of our class of maps with Shiffman class.
I wish to thank my thesis advisor, Professor W. Stoll, who introduced me to value
distribution theory and placed all his knowledge at my disposal.
1. Preliminaries. Let /: Cm -* P„ be a meromorphic map. A holomorphic vector
function 0: Cm -» C+l is said to be a representation for / if tr'(0) # Cm and
P o rj = fon Cm — ti~'(0). The representation is said to be reduced if dim tr'(0) < m

-2.
A meromorphic map/: Cm -* P„ is said to be nondegenerate of degree p if for any
hypersurface D of degree p in P„ we have/(Cm) çZsuppD, otherwise /is said to be
degenerate of degree p. If a meromorphic map is nondegenerate (or degenerate) of
degree 1 we say that / is nondegenerate (or degenerate).
2. Nevanlinna theory. If z = (zx,.. .,zm) E Cm, define
|z|=(|z,|2+---+|zm|2)I/2

and

r(z)=\z\2.

If r > 0, set Cm[r] = {z E Cm 11z | < r) and C"'(r) = dCm[r]. We define
v = ddcr

onCm,

a = o„ = </clogTA(i«flogT)m"1

where dc = (z/4t7)(9 - 8).
Let rbea
divisor on Cm. Abbreviate

onCm-

{0},

S[r] = Cm[r] Pi supp v, if 0 < r E R, the

counting function of v is defined by

, ,

\r2-2mfslr]vV"-1

ifm>\,

[2,eS[rln^

ifw=

l.

For all 0 < r0 < r the valence function of v is defined by

N,{r,r0)=fn,(t)rxdt.
Let/: Cm -» P„ be a meromorphic map. Let w be the Fubini-Kaehler
For r > r0 > 0, define the characteristic function off

Tf(r,r0)=ftx-2mdtf
Jr0

form on P„.

/»(«)Av»-'
JC"[r]

and for any hypersurface of degree p in Pn we define the valence function of/for
Nf(r, r0, D) = Nv?(r, r0) > 0,

where vP —f*(D) is the pull-back divisor.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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We shall need the following well-known results. Let D be a hypersurface of degree
p on P„ such that/(C")
ÇZsuppF>.Let a be a homogeneous polynomial of degree p
on C"+1 such that P(a"'(0)) = supp/X Then for r > r0 > 0 we have

(2.1) First Main Theorem.
pTf(r,r0)

+ O(l)>Nf(r,r0,D).

(2.2) Jensen's Formula.
Nf(r, rQ, D) = I

log | a ° 0 | a — I

JC"(r)

(2.3)

log | a ° v \ a.

JC"(r0)

T,(r,r0)=[

log| b | a - /"

log|b|a,

where 0 denotes a reduced representation off.
Let D be a hypersurface of degree p and assume that/(Cm)
of/for the hypersurface D is defined by

8,(D) = liminf
r-oo

/

1-

Nf(r,ra,D)

\

/V

°

Çlsupp D. The defect

/

pTf(r,r0)

By (2.1) we have

0 « 8f< 1.
We shall use from now on the following notation. Let g and « be real valued
functions on R(/q, oo). We write g(r)^«(r)if
there exists a subset F of R(r0, oo)
with finite Lebesgue measure such that g(r) < h(r) for all r E R(r0, oo) — F.
Now we can state
Second Main Theorem (Stoll
[11]). Let f: Cm -» P„ be a nondegenerate,
meromorphic map. Let HX,...,H
be hyperplanes in P„ in general position with

q> « + 1. Then
(2.4)

(q-n-

\)Tf(r, r0) ^ 2 N/(r> ro> ¡¡j) + 0(\ogrTf(r,

r0)).

7=1

3. Normal crossings. Let D be a hypersurface of degree p in P„. Let a be a
homogeneous polynomial of degreep on C+1 such that P(a"'(0)) = supp/X Then
we set D = D[a].
Let D- = D[aj] be hypersurfaces of degree p on P„, for7 = 1,..., q. For y = P(b)

E P„, let

d=d(y)=
We have O^d^q.

#{/£N[l(i]|ay(t))=0}.

Call d = d(y) the crossings number of DX,...,D

at y. If

6?(j>) s= 1 then there exists one and only one k = n(y): Z[l, c/] -> Z[l, q] such that
aK(7)(i) ) = 0 for every j = \,...,d. Call k the crossings selector of /),,..., Z)? at y and
/(j)

=/(D„...,/)(7,j)

= ^„(b)

A • • • AdaK(d)(i))
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the crossings Jacobian of /),,...,
(C+l)*).

Dq at y (here da¿( tj) is considered as an element of

We say that DX,...,D
have normal crossings at y if and only if d(y) > 1 and
/(>0 7= 0. Also we say that Dx,. ..,Dq have normal crossings if and only if £>,,... ,Dq
have normal crossings at every y E U ?_, supp £>..
Remark 3.1. (a) If /),,..., Z)?have normal crossings at j theni/(_y) < «.
(b) If £>,,... ,Dq have normal crossings then Dj is smooth for/ = 1,...,^.

Lemma 3.2. Let <p: CA'+I -> C"+l be a surjective linear map. Take i) E CA'+I kerip. Let Dj = D[ctj] be hypersurfaces of degree p in P„, for j = l,...,<¡r. SW
Dj = D[otj°<p]. Then Dx,...,Dq have normal crossings at P(m(b)) with crossings
number d and crossings selector k if and only if DX,...,D
have normal crossings at
P(b) with crossings number d and crossings selector k.

Proof. By definition the crossings number and the crossings selector are the same.
Set ßj = a• o <p.We have

dßj{$) = daj(q>(í))) °d<p(v)) = ¿a,(<p(í>)) o «p.

Soify = P(6)andx = P(<p(í)))
j(Dx,...,Dq,y)

= dßK(X)(i)) A - ■■ AdßK(d)(*>)
= daK(X)(<p(t)))

° <p A ■■ ■ AdaK(d)(fp(íí))

° m

= ç>*(rfaK(1)(ç>(ï))) A • • • AdaKW(<p(i))))

= <p*(j(Dx,...,Dq,x)).
Since <p is surjective, <p* is injective. Hence J(Dx,...,Dq,

J(Dx,...,Dq,x)^0.

y) ¥= 0 if and only if

Q.E.D.

Let ? : CN+X -* C be they'th coordinate function, i.e. ?y(z0>- ■■>z/v) = z/- Set

j

If/: Z[0, TV]- Z[0, p] let/(/c) =^ and/ = (/0,... ,jN). Let K= K(p) be the set
of all J: Z[0, TV]-» Z[0, p] such that y0 + • • ■+jN = p. If J E K then fy = ?,/«
■• • f^": C'v+ ' -> C is a homogeneous polynomial of degree p. Then if we denote by
Cf* ' all the homogeneous polynomials of degree p on CN+ ' we have that {ÇJ \J E
A"} is a base for C(^' over C. Therefore if a E Cf+ ' then a = *2JeK a^J where the
coefficients a, E C are unique. We sel B = B(p) = {J E K(p) \ jk > p — I for

some k E Z[0, N]}. Consider the map 6 = 8p: (Z[0, /V])2 -» B, for p 3=2 defined as
follows:

8(h,k)(j)

0

if«7=/7=/<,

1
p- \
p

iîh=j¥^k,
ifh^j = k,
\fh=j = k.
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A:)).Thenwe have e(/z, k)

iifl = k>
ifh^k.

Ua = 2JeKaJSJEC(Np+\wset

p(«)= 2 «/fy= 2 «»Ur'ec^1,
yefi

/i,*=o

TV

P*(«) = 2 «/,*& e <$+I

for Ac= 0,...,/V,

/7= 0

where ahk = e(«, A:)"'aS(Aky We have

(3.1)

p(«)= 2p*(«Kr'fc=0

Lemma 3.3. Lei a E C^+'. Then, for k E Z[0, TV]
(0 P( «)(<?*) = a(ek) = pk(a)(ek).
(ii)(dp(a))(ek)
= da(ek).
(iii)

rfa(e ) = i2p*(a)
[p*(«)

'/F = 2,
ifp > 2 anda(ek) = 0.

Proof, (i) Set x = « - p(«)- We have x(et) = 0, dx(ek) = 0 and p(x) = pk(x)
= 0 for * = 0,...,/V. If p(«) = 2^=o«AA?r'
then <,(**) = p(a)(ek) = akk =

Pt(«X^)(ii) It is a direct consequence of d\(ek)

= 0.

(iii) We have
(dp(a))(ek)

=

Pakkh

+ 2h*kahkÇk

2Pt(a)

ÚP > 2'

ifp = 2.

Therefore by (ii), if p = 2 we have da(ek) = 2pk(a), if p > 2 and a(ek) = akk = 0

then ¿«(ej

= pk(a).

Q.E.D.

Let F), = D[aj] be hypersurfaces of degree p fory = 1,... ,g. Set Rj = D[p(aj)]
and RkJ — D\pk(a/)\. Let <p: C/v+l -» C"+1 be a surjective linear map. Set Dj =

D[aj ° <p], /?y = D[p(aj ° <p)] and Rkj = D[pk(aj ° <p)] for y = 1,... ,q. Then as a
consequence of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 we get
Corollary
3.4. (a) {£>,-},{Rj} and {RkJ} have the same crossings number and
crossings selector at P(ek). Moreover if one of them has normal crossings at P(ek) then
all of them have normal crossings at P(ek).
(b) // [Dj] has normal crossings at P(q>(ek)) with crossings number d and crossings
selector k, then {Dj}, {Rj} and {Rkj} have normal crossings at P(ek) with crossings
number d and crossings selector k.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Let i}0: C -> {0,1} be defined by -q0(a) =1 if a ¥=0 and tj0(0) = 0. If a =

W'/eC*;1

we define
*»,(«) = 2 Vo(aj)\^J\

■

jeK

Proposition

3.5. Let <p:CN+X -* C"+x be a surjective linear map. Let Dj = D[a-]

be hypersurfaces of degree p in Pn, for j = 1,..., q. Assume that Dx,...,Dq have normal
crossings. Then there exist a constant c > 0 and an infective map t: Z[0, «] -* Z[0, N]

such that

(3.2)

ñi,(«y«c)>ciflff-"-,niui.
7=1

A=0

w«ere|n=(2,%|fj2y/2.
Proof. We set ßj = a- ° <pfor y = 1,... ,g, y = yp ° P and yk = tj, ° p¿. Then by
(3.1) we have

y(ßj)=

2yk{ßj)\Skrl

îorj=\,...,q

k=0

and
\(ßJ)^y(ßJ)

= \{p(ßJ))-

So

(3-3)

ñl,(j8y)>
fi ?(/*,)
=7=1ft-h2= 0 yh(ßjW
7=1

7=1

N

i

q

\

qp-q

> Ä=oW='
2 n y,(/3;)
\\U
/

.

Since <p is surjective, there exists t: Z[0, «] — Z[0, TV] such that {<p(eT(0)),
.. .,<p(eT(n))} is a base for Cn+1. Set F = t(Z[0, «]) ç Z[0, TV]and Th=T{«}.
Claim 1. Let d = dh be the crossings number of £),,... ,Dq at P^e,,))
then there
exists £ = Eh: Z[ 1, dh ] -» Th such that

(3.4)

iy(ßJ)^e0)\---\^d)\\^rd7=1

Proof of Claim 1. By definition we have yh(ßj) = T)x(ph(ßj))- Let k = kh be the
crossings selector of Dx,...,Dq at P(<p(eh)). Then by Corollary 3.4(b), Rhj —
D[ph(ß,)] for j = \,..., q have normal crossings at P(eh) with crossings number d
and crossings selector k. Set Xj = Phiß^j))- Then we have

ÜM)=lnvÁXj)^h

1=1
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Nowxi A ••• AXi/^0, Xj(eh) = 0 fory= \,...,d,
{<p(eT(0)),...,<p(eT(n))} a base
for C"+1 and an easy argument of linear algebra show that there exists e = £h:
Z[l, d] -> Th injective such that
d

Il 'ïliXyOHfeinl-'-taJ7=1
Therefore we get (3.4).
From (3.3) and (3.4) we obtain

<3-5)

n^)>2W-|f^,|ifi
/i = 0

. h\

7-'

Abbreviate
I??-«'*

fh - \ÇCh(\)\
' • " \Çeh(dh)\
\£h\

Iv

I 1 lv ii/'-"-1

' «A- I }Aq|?t(7)| I If*

and
TV

N

f- 2 /*. s = 2 g*Zi= 0

A= 0

Claim 2.

(3.6)

/<g/(/V+l).

Proof of Claim 2. W.l.o.g. we may assume r(y) =y and therefore eA(Z[l, dh]) C
Z[0, «]. Wesetx, =|fy(z)|ER+
for z E CN+Xand/ = 0,...,N. Lety0,... ,jN be a
permutation of {0,... ,/V} such that x, > • • ■> X: . Abbreviate k =j0. Then
(JV + l)-'g(z)

< Max g(z)

= x0 • • • x„xlp-"-x

0^7« N
dk-n~\xqp-dk
Art * * * X„X
nAk

^X*kW-Xek(dk)xF~dk=fk(z)<f(z)-

Using (3.5), (3.6) and the inequalities

(*+!)<•«-«>(
j |f/'—«j « j Iff'"-' < 2 If/'-""
\7=0

we get (3.2) where c = (TV+ 1)"+1_«\

/

7=0

Q.E.D.

4. Defect relation. Let f : C^"1"1-» C be theyth

P(f:'(0))CPr

If <f>:CN+l ^C"+1

7=0

coordinate function. Set //, =

is a linear map we denote by P(<p) the

projective map induced by (p. Abbreviate

e¡= JO,...,0,1,0,...,01 fory= 0,...,/V.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Definition 4.1. Let/: Cm -> P„ be a meromorphic map. We say that/E
®, if
there exist a meromorphic map g: Cm -» P^ and a linear map <p:C^"1"1-» C"+1 such

that

l./=P(<p)°g.
2. 6g(//,) = 1 or Ng(r, r0, //,) = o(Tg(r, r0)), y = 0,.. .,/V.
3. If 0 and g are reduced representations of/and g respectively, let u: Cm -* C be
a holomorphic function such that wb = <p»g, then we require that
Nu(r,r0,0)

= o{Tg(r,r0)).

We say that (g, tp) satisfying conditions 1, 2 and 3 is a decomposition off.
Remark 4.2. A meromorphic map g satisfying condition 2 in Definition 4.1 is
transcendental (see Mori [7]).
Proposition

4.3. Let (g, <p)be a decomposition off E ®. Then

(4.1)

Tf(r, r0) < Tg(r, r0) + 0(1).

//, /'« addition, g is nondegenerateand<p(e
(4-2)

Fg(r,r0)^F/(r,r0)

■)v= Oforj = 0,.. .,N, then
+ O(F/(r,r0)).

Proof. Let d and g be reduced representations of / and g respectively and u a
holomorphic function such that izD = <p° g. Put id = ud = <p° g. Take 0^/3:

C"+l -C linear function with |/3|= 1. Define x = ß°<P- CN+] -* C and F =
w(/?°ü) = /3°rD = xo0. Schwarz's inequality implies
|F| =s|/3| |in| = |iTj|= \<p° g| *s|<p||g|
and

f

JC"(r)

\og\F\a=£f

JC"(r)

</"

JC"'(r)

\og\m\a= f

log\u\a+ f

JC'"(r)

JCm(r)

log\v\a

Iog|fl|o+O(l).

Therefore we get
/

(4.3)

log|F|a =£ Nu(r, r0,0) + Tf(r, r0) + O(l)

'*"<'>

^Tg(r,r0)

+ O(\)

which implies (4.1).
In order to prove (4.2), consider ß in such a way that x(ej) ^ 0 ÍOTJ = 0,... ,/V.
Set HN+X = P(Kerx) C PN. Then HQ,...,HN+X are in general position and by
(2.4) we have
Tg(r, r0) < 2 Ng{r, r0, //,) + 0(\ogrTg(r,

r0)).

7=0

But
Ng(r, r0, Hj) = o(Tg(r, r0))

for/ = 0,...,/V
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and

Ng(r,r0,HN+x)=

f

log|X ° fl|o + O(l) = [

JC",(r)

log|F|a + 0(\)

JCm(r)

« Tf(r, r0) + Nu(r, r0,0) + 0(\)

= Tf(r, r0) + o(Tg(r, r0)).

Therefore by Remark 4.2 we get
Tg(r,r0)^Tf(r,r0)

+ o(Tg(r,r0)).

Now, for every 0 < e < 1, we have
(1 - e)Tg(r, rQ) < Tf(r, r0)
or
o(Tg(r,r0))<o(Tf(r,r0)).

Hence we get (4.2). Q.E.D.
Definition 4.4. Let (g, <jp)be a decomposition of / E ®. We say that (g, <p)is a
reduced decomposition if g is nondegenerate and <p(ey)¥=0 for j = 0,...,N. Denote
by 9Î the class of all meromorphic maps / E ® such that / admits a reduced
decomposition.
We shall use the following general assumptions.
(Al) Let /: Cm -» P„ be a meromorphic map. Assume /E SR with (g, <p) as a
reduced decomposition.
(A2) Let d and g be reduced representations of/and g respectively.
(A3) Let u: Cm -> C be a holomorphic function such that wd = <p° g and
Nu(r, r0,0) = o(Tg(r, r0)).

Lemma 4.5. Assume that (A1)-(A3) holds. Let D = D[a] be a hypersurface of
degree p. Then if g is nondegenerate of degree p, we have

(4.4)

o(Tf(r,r0))+Nf(r,r0,D)>f

log(r,p(a o <p) o g)0.

Proof. Set ß = a ° (p. If ß = 0 then (4.4) is trivially true. Suppose ß ==0. We
have upa ° D = ß ° g. Set D = D[ß]. Then (2.2) implies
Nf(r, r0, D) + pNu(r, r0,0) = Ng(r, r0, Ô).

Therefore
o(Tg(r, r0)) + Nf(r, r0, D) = Ng(r, r0, Ô).

Let ß = lJeKßjCJ then ß o g = 2JeKßjgJ where gJ = nf=0g/*. Denote by DJ the
hypersurface of degreep such that supp DJ = P((f J)~x(0)). Then by (2.2), we get

N,(r, r0, DJ) = 2 Jk\ (

log|g> - f

log|g>

N

2 JkNg(r> ro, Hk) = o(Tg(r, r0))
k=0

for every J E K.
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_ UK(ß)={JEK\ßJ^0}

\ctK(ß)=_{J0,...,Jl]

then/3oñ

= 2Uo/37,gy'-Set

t) = (gJ",... ,gJ'): C"! -» C'+1 and « = P(S). Since g is nondegenerate of degree p
then « is nondegenerate. Let f) = («0,...,«,)
be a reduced representation of « and u
a holomorphic function such that ij = ut). We have g"7,= f/Zj for s = 0,.. .,t. Let
//0,...,//,
be the coordinate hyperplanes in P,. Then we have
Ng(r, r0, DJ>) = Nh(r, r0, Hs) + Nv(r, r0,0)

for, = 0,...,/,

Ng(r, r0, D) = Nh(r, r0, //,+ l) + /Vc(r, r0,0),

where //,+, is the hyperplane in P, given by ~2's=0ßjZs= 0. If t = 0 then
/

log(fip(a

° <p) o a,)a^o(Tf(r,r0))

JC'"(r)

and (4.4) is true. Let t > 1. Then proceeding as in the proof of (4.2) of Proposition
4.3 we get

t+\
Th(r, r0) ss 2 Nh(r, r0, Hs) + 0(\ogrTh(r,

r0)).

5= 0

Since g is transcendental and
Th(r, r0) + Nv(r, r0,0) = f

\og\\)\o + O(l) « Tg(r, r„)

we obtain

f

log|S|a =s AT(r, r0, /)) - (/ + l)^(r,

r0,0) + o(Tg(r, r0))

^Ng(r,r0,D)+o(Tg(r,r0)).

Finally from Proposition 4.3 and since

|Ö|= (

2

\gJ\2)

for some positive constant c, we get (4.4).

>C%(ß)oQ

,

Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.6 (Second Main Theorem and Defect

Relation).

Assume that

(A1)-(A3) holds, with g nondegenerate of degree p and <psurjective. Let D} = /)[ay] be
hypersurfaces of degree p for j = 1,.. .,q, q > n + \. Assume /),,.. .,Dq have normal
crossings. Then
(4.5)

(qp-n-

\)Tf(r,

r0) < 2 ^(r,

r0, />,) + o(Tf(r,

7= 1

(4.6)

2Sf(Dj)<{n+l)/p.
7=1
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Proof. Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 3.5 imply

o(Tf(r,r0))+ 2Nf(r,r0,Dj)>f

log II U„(«,.° <p)° 8 o

7=1

JCm(r)

\7=1

/

>(JC"(r) iog(|gT(0)l---k(Jlar""> + o(i)
= 2 Ng(r, r0, HT(J)) + (qp - n - \)Tg(r, r0) + 0(1).
7= 0

Since N (r, r0, HT(j)) = o(Tg(r, r0)) for y = 0,...,«,

then Proposition 4.3 implies

(4.5).
From (4.5) we get

'-«>

7=1 \

<(« + l)/p.

PTAr>r0)

j

Q.E.D.

Remark 4.7. In [2] Theorem 4.6 is proved with g and tp satisfying weaker
conditions, but the proof is much more complicated. So here, also suggested by the
referee, is given a weaker version which has a much simpler proof.

5. An example. Let g: C — P3 be the holomorphic map defined by the reduced
representation g = (1, e', e2', e3'): C -» C4. We have that g is nondegenerate but is
degenerate of degree 2. Let tp: C4 -» C3 be a surjective linear map defined by the
matrix

/1

-2
0 0\
1
10
0-21/

^1=0
\0

and let /= P(<p) ° g. We have that / is nondegenerate of degree 2, but an easy
computation shows that/is degenerate of degree 3. Consider p = 2. Let Dj = £>[ay]

be conies in P2 fory = 1,2,3 defined by
a, = %2 + 36f0f, + 8£0£2+ 16f2,

«2 = 8f0f2 + 16f,2+ 36f,f2 + %2,

«3 = ?ofl + flk + ^2We have that Dx, D2, D3 have normal crossings. By [12, pp. 94-106] we have
Tf(r, r0) = (3r)/ir + 0(1) and since a,°(p°g
= 9, a2 « ip » g = 9e6' and
a3°<p°

q = e'(\ - 3e' + e2t - 3e3' + e4') then

Nf(r,r0,Dj)

= O(l)

fory =1,2

and
/V/(r,r0,2>3)==4/>+O(l).
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Hence

8f(Dx) = 8f(D2) = 1 and 6/(/)3) = i
so

2Sf(Dj) = l>l
7=1

Therefore the condition "g nondegenerate of degree p" in Theorem 4.6 cannot be
substituted by the weaker condition "/nondegenerate
of degreep".
6. Appendix. Recall the class of meromorphic maps from Cm to P„ defined by B.
Shiffman in [10]. Take À E N. Denote by &x(Cm) the ring of holomorphic function g

on Cm of the form
q

g= 2 ^expF,,
A=l

where Pk are polynomials on Cm of degree at most X and $A are meromorphic
functions such that T9 (r, r0) = o(rx). We shall use the following notation. Let /and
g be real valued functions on R[r0, oo]. We write f(r)~g(r)
if f(r)g(r)~x
is
bounded above and below by positive finite constants for r sufficiently large.
Definition 6.1. A meromorphic map/: C"' -> P„ is of special exponential type of
order X if Tf(r, r0) ~ rx and it has a reduced representation b E (SA(C"))"+I.
Denote by ¡2X the class of all meromorphic maps from C"' to P„ of special
exponential type of order X and @ = U ™=,@ x.
Proposition
Proof.

6.2. With the same notation as above we have <B Ç 9Í.

Take/G

@x, then there exists a reduced

representation

ü G (SA(C"'))"+I

of/such that if D = (/„,.. .,/„) then
qj

fj=

2 *jkeKpPjk fory = 0,...,«.
*=i

Denote by ST/Íthe complex vector space of all meromorphic
ï C W be the subspace spanned by

T= {$/,expF/A.|y = 0,...,«and/i=

functions on Cm. Let

1,...,^}.

Let Ï' C Z be the subspace spanned by/0,...,/„.
Consider {g0,...,g,'} C Fa base
for Ï. Let 0 <y0 < • • ■<jN < r be such that gy ,... ,gy'wis a minimal system of
generators for X', i.e. for any « = 2y=0aygy E Z' we have ay = 0 fory E Z[0, t] -

{yo,...,y\v}.Setg* = g;v/c = 0,...,/V.
By definition we have g- = í>yexpFy where T^(r, r0) — o(rx) and Pj is a polynomial of degree at most X. Since $y is a meromorphic function on Cm there exist kj
and A holomorphic functions on Cm such that $y = kj/hj. Let 5y = /cyexpF;. Then
we can choose /cyand /zysuch that Sj and «y are coprime. Let Vjbe the 0-divisor of hj.
Consider the divisor v such that (i) supp v — U ;"=()suppig; (ii) the multiplicity of
every branch B in p is equal to the maximum of the multiplicity of B in Vj for
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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j = 0,... ,N. Let m be a holomorphic function such that u has a 0-divisor v. Then
there exist coprime holomorphic functions u0,...,uN such that u = Ujhj for y =
0,..., N. In addition we have that a holomorphic function w exists such that
(6.1)

h0 ■■■hN = wu.

Then gy = ugj — UjSj is a holomorphic function for j = 0,... ,/V. Define g =
(g0,...,giV)andg
= P(g). Since/- E %' fork = 0,...,«, we have
N

"fk = 2 a{gJt wherea¿ EC.
7= 0

Let <p:C'v+1 -» C"+l be a linear map defined by the matrix (a{). Then we have
«d = tp ° g.

In order to prove/ E 9Î it remains to check the following.
(6.2) g is nondegenerate.
(6.3) g is a reduced representation of g.

(6.4)(p(ey)^0fory

= 0,...,/V.

(6.5) Ng(r, r0, //,) = o(Tg(r, r0)) fory = 0,... ,/V.
(6.6)Nu(r,r0,0)

= o(Tg(r,r0)).

First we note that g is nondegenerate for the choice of g0,.. .,gN. In order to
prove (6.3) we claim that
(6.7) s0,... ,sN Sire coprime.
Suppose sQ,...,sN are not coprime. Then there exist holomorphic functions p,
j0, ... ,sN such that Sj = pj- fory = 0,... ,/V and j0, ... ,sN are coprime. Let B be an
irreducible branch of the 0-divisor of p and denote by p, a holomorphic function
which has B as 0-divisor. Then fi = pit]1 is a holomorphic function and
N

ufk = 2 °-kujsj = Pi /* for /t = 0,...,«,
7= 0

where fk = ß1,j=0aJkUjSj. Since Sj and hj are coprime, fory = 0,... ,/V, then p, does
not divide /zy fory = 0,... ,/V and so p, does not divide u. Hence p, must divide fk
for & = 0,...,«. This implies that d is not a reduced representation of/ Contradiction. Therefore we have (6.7).
Proof of (6.3). Suppose g0,... ,gN are not coprime. Then there exist holomorphic
functions tj, g0,... .g^ such that gy = TjgVfory = 0,... ,/V and g0,...,gN are coprime.
Let F be an irreducible branch of the 0-divisor of -rjand denote by tj , a holomorphic
function which has B as 0-divisor. Then " = Tprjf1is a holomorphic function. Since t),
divides gj = wyiy fory = 0,... ,/V, we have that tj, must divide either u, or s,. But
u0,...,uN and s0,... ,5^ are respectively coprime, so there exist y^y, E Z[0, N] such
that ti,
'l does not divide u,7o and s,.
7i Hence tj,
f| must divide i,7o and u,.
7i Since t?,
" divides
U:
but
not
U:
then
tj,
divides
u
and
«,,
which
implies
that
s,
and
«,
are not
71
7o
"
7o'
r
7o
7o
coprime. Contradiction. Hence g is reduced.

Since <p(ej) = (aJ0,...,aJ„) then <p(ey)= 0 implies that {g0,.. .,(gjj,.. .,gN} is a
system of generators for £', which is in contradiction with the minimality of
{g0,...,gN}. Therefore we have (6.4).
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Since Tg(r, r0) ~ rx and T9¡(r, r0) = o(rx), then (2.1) and (6.1) imply
Nu(r,r0,0)

= o(rx)

= o(Tg(r,r0))

and
Ng/(r, r0,0) = NUj(r, r0,0) + Nk¡(r, r0,0)
^ Nu(r, r0,0) + T„(r,

r0) = o(Tg(r,

r0))

for j = 0,... ,N. Hence (6.5) and (6.6) are proved. Q.E.D.
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